
AOs Are Mismatched for MO Needs 

The 2p atomic orbitals are cylindrical and perpendicular to one another
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2s atomic orbital 
is spherical

2px atomic orbital 2py atomic orbital 2pz atomic orbital

The shapes of the atomic orbitals

The geometry of bonding in organic molecules

The electron density distributions in organic molecules lie along the directions of EPDs 
as predicted by the VSEPR model.  Accordingly, electron densities will be oriented at 

angles of 180˚, 120˚, or 109˚ for linear, trigonal planar, and tetrahedral geometries.

linear (180˚) trigonal planar 
(120˚) tetrahedral (109˚)

There is a mismatch between 
molecular geometry and the 
orientation of the atomic 
orbitals.  For example, none of 
the atomic orbitals are 
oriented at angles 120˚ as 
needed for trigonal planar 
bonding.  A process known as 
atomic orbital hybridization 
reconciles this geometric 
mismatch. 



AOs for Bonding in Organic Chemistry 
In order to get the correct spatial arrangement of orbitals 
we can reconstruct them to make _______ orbitals. hybrid 

an s orbital 
+ 

a p orbital 

additive 
overlap 

subtractive 
overlap 

The concept of hybridization is best demonstrated with the sp orbital 

an sp hybrid orbital 
“1 part s, 1 part p” 

s + p 

s - p 

two orbitals combine to make two new orbitals 

1st sp orbital 

2nd sp orbital 

“on-atom” LCAO 

http://csi.chemie.tu-darmstadt.de/ak/immel/tutorials/orbitals/hybrid.html 



Hybrid Orbitals for Organic Chemistry 
The process of hybridization involves “mixing” atomic orbtials in various 
proportions.  For example, mixing equal parts of the 2s and 2px orbitals 
results in a new pair of “sp” hybrid orbitals whose major lobes make an angle 
of 180˚.  These new hybrid sp orbitals are ideal for linear geometry, i.e., 
atoms configured with two EPDs. Each sp orbital has 50% s character.  Since 
the only 2p orbital used in making the sp hybrids is the 2px orbital, the 2py and 
2pz remain unaltered by hybridization. 
http://www.uwosh.edu/faculty_staff/gutow/Orbitals/N/sp%20hybrid.shtml 

Mixing equal parts of the 2s, 2px and 2py orbitals results in three new “sp2” 
hybrid orbitals whose major lobes make an angle of 120˚.  These new hybrid 
sp2 orbitals are ideal for trigonal planar geometry, i.e., atoms configured with 
three EPDs.  Each sp2 orbital has 33% s character.  The 2py is not used in sp2 
hybridization and it remains unaltered by hybridization. 
http://www.uwosh.edu/faculty_staff/gutow/Orbitals/N/sp2%20hybrid.shtml 

Mixing equal parts of the 2s, 2px 2py and 2pz orbitals results in four new “sp3” 
hybrid orbitals whose major lobes make an angle of 109˚.  These new hybrid 
sp3 orbitals are ideal for tetrahedral geometry, i.e., atoms configured with four 
EPDs.  Each sp3 orbital has 25% s character.  All of the 2p orbitals are used in 
sp3 hybridization. 
http://www.uwosh.edu/faculty_staff/gutow/Orbitals/N/sp3%20hybrid.shtml 



Hybrid Aos Explained 



When Hybrid AOs Interact,  
Sigma and Pi Orbitals Result 

AOs that interact 
side-by-side

+

result in pi-type MOs

+

AOs that interact 
end-on result in sigma-type MOs

+

+

The end-on combinations of AOs (1s, 2px or hybrid) result in cylindrically symmetric (i.e., 
sigma-type) MOs.  Side-by-side combinations of AOs (usually a 2p + 2p combination but 
may also be a pair of hybrid AOs) give pi-type interactions.  



Sigma Molecular Orbitals (σ MOs) 

antibonding σ* MO 
-sp + 1s  

bonding σ ΜΟ 
sp + 1s  

antibonding σ* MO 

sp hybrid 
orbital of C 

H 1s 

bonding σ ΜΟ 

The end-on interaction of two coaxial 
hybrid AOs on adjacent atoms results 
in a pair of σ-type MOs (σ and σ *).    



Pi Molecular Orbitals (π MOs) 
π means MOs with a plane of symmetry: consider ethylene 

4 electrons 
(2σ e- ;  2π e-) 

2p-2p overlap 
gives a π bond 

sp2-sp2 overlap 
gives σ bond Symmetry plane 

contains H and C atoms 

The side-by-side interaction of two parallel 2p AOs 
on adjacent carbon atoms results in a pair of π-
type MOs (π and π*).    

http://www.uwosh.edu/faculty_staff/gutow/Orbitals/N/ethylene_VB.shtml 



Energy of the Double Bond 
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